
Under the Influence:  
A Travelling Library of 
Books that Inspire Artists

application guidelines

Deadline FOR Application: Fri, 14 Apr 2017

1. Introduction

Asia Art Archive (AAA) is an independent non-profit organisation initiated in 2000 in response to the urgent need to 
document and make accessible the multiple recent histories of art in the region. With one of the most valuable collections 
of material on art freely available from its website and onsite library, AAA builds tools and communities to collectively 
expand knowledge through research, residency, and educational programmes.

AAA invites artists from around the world to choose a book that has inspired their artistic practice and share personal 
stories related to their selection. ‘Under the Influence: A Travelling Library of Books that Inspire Artists’ features 100 titles, 
from across multiple genres, chosen by these artists.

AAA is now calling for applications from Hong Kong secondary schools to host this travelling library on campuses, circulating 
new ideas to students.

2. Project Description and Objectives

Artists inspire us, but what inspires artists? ‘Under the Influence’ is a compilation of books that have made artists feel alive 
with the promise of the ideas they hold. Featuring selections from across multiple genres (not just art-related materials)—
such as novels, poetry, sci-fi, psychology, philosophy, and so on—these books have inspired artists during the creation of 
their artworks, and some have even changed their minds about life itself.

For many art practitioners, reading is a starting point for their work, a process that permeates their practice. Art has 
become a tool and methodology that integrates knowledge from different disciplines to produce new forms of creation 
and discourse. By introducing this travelling library to schools, AAA hopes to share with students artists’ reading and 
creation journeys, to widen their cultural exposure and scope of reading, and to encourage them to explore and build their 
capacity for knowledge integration and transfer.

3. Project Timeline

DATE ACTIVITY DETAILS

Mar 2017 Open for application ‘Under the Influence’ opens for application for schools.

21–25 Mar 2017 ‘Under the Influence’ debuts

Venue: Booth P7, Bookstores 
and Institutions Area on Level 1 
Concourse, Art Basel, Hong Kong 
Convention and Exhibition Centre 
(Free admission for this area)

Teachers are welcome and encouraged to visit the travelling 
library while it debuts at AAA’s booth at Art Basel in Hong 
Kong. AAA staff will introduce the project to teachers on-site.

25 Mar 2017 Teacher Workshop:  
Artistic Practice and Knowledge 
Transfer 

Time: 11am–12:30pm 

Venue: Booth P7, Bookstores 
and Institutions Area on Level 1 
Concourse, Art Basel, Hong Kong 
Convention and Exhibition Centre 
(Free admission for this area)

Language: Cantonese 

Registration:  
www.aaa.org.hk/TravellingLibrary

During the project’s debut at Art Basel in Hong Kong, 
AAA Educator-in-Residence Kurt Chan will host a teacher 
workshop that examines the books the artists chose 
alongside their work. He reveals how practitioners draw from 
books across multiple disciplines to inspire and enrich their 
art making. Schools interested in applying for the travelling 
library are encouraged to register for the workshop. 

Chan obtained his BA from the Department of Fine Arts, 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong, and his MFA from 
Cranbrook Academy of Art. He has participated in over 100 
exhibitions, including the 51st Venice Biennale and the 2nd 
Asia Pacific Triennial. Chan was the chief editor for Hong 
Kong Visual Arts Yearbook for several years, and taught at 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong for over 25 years.

14 Apr 2017 Deadline for application Schools submit application to AAA.

30 Apr 2017 Announcement of the result Selected schools will be notified by email with finalised 
programme details.

May 2017–Jun 2018 Programme in process ‘Under the Influence’ travels to different schools.



4. Specifications and Supplemental

A. Travelling library kit

The self-installable, travelling library kit includes a wooden bookshelf and six 
storage benches—subject to the school’s needs (refer to the image)
Size before installation: Approximately 0.8m (H) x 0.4m (L)

Size after installation: Bookshelf is approximately 0.8m (L) x 1.7m (H) x 0.2m (W)

Each storage bench is approximately 1m (L) x 0.6m (H) x 0.5m (W)

B. 100 books and story cards

C. Display board of introduction of the programme

D. Artist interview videos 

Videos featuring interviews with participating artists about how their  
chosen books have inspired their way of thinking and their artistic practices. 
Schools are responsible to provide equipment for viewing, i.e. desktop/
notebook computer, tablet, etc.

E. Asia Art Archive’s online database

Students may enrich their understanding by browsing AAA’s online database 
to look-up information, past projects, and interviews with AAA the participating 
artists have done. Schools are responsible for providing a desktop/notebook 
computer, or tablet for viewing.

5. Requirements

A. All Hong Kong secondary schools are eligible for application.

B. Schedule 

Schools should be able to host the travelling library for a minimum of three weeks between May 2017 and Jun 2018. 
Please indicate available periods in the application form. The actual dates shall be determined between AAA and the 
selected schools.

C. Ideal environment and required equipment for display

• The travelling library should be exhibited in an indoor or covered area

• Host schools are responsible for providing the following equipment: at least two desktop/notebook computers, or tablets

The display environment is a prerequisite.

D. Extended activities 

Host schools are encouraged to organise original and cross-disciplinary activities while the travelling library is on display 
to further engage their students. Schools should submit a project proposal together with their application form.

E. Host schools will be asked for images and written documentation of the travelling library and extended activities. AAA 
may publish or store the relevant materials.

If the number of applications exceeds the quota, AAA will select schools based on the related activities they propose. 

6. Costs

Free of charge. All expenses for transporting the travelling library are paid for by AAA.

7. Application Submission

Please return the completed application form, together with all reference materials to learn@aaa.org.hk, indicating 
‘Application for "Under the Influence" Travelling Library’ in the subject line. 

Deadline of Application: Fri, 14 Apr 2017

8. Enquiry

Telephone: 2844 1121 (Joey Chung)           Email: learn@aaa.org.hk             Website: www.aaa.org.hk/TravellingLibrary

Learning and Participation Programme Sponsor:

'Under the Influence' is supported by Art Basel in Hong Kong, Wendy Lee & Stephen Li, Elaine & Anto Marden, and Dee Poon.

Design Partner: Open UU



Appendix: Book List

'Under the Influence: A Travelling Library of Books that Inspire Artists' includes 100 books covering different subjects and 
categories—i.e. science, psychology, novels, etc.—with selections in Chinese and English for students with varying levels 
and interests. The artist's chosen book will be accompanied by commentary from the artist.

Artist: Leung Mee Ping 

Nationality: Hong Kong 

Chosen Book: 《豐子愷漫畫全集》 (Complete Comic Works of 
Feng Zikai)

This is not contemporary art writing, but it is still very 
instructive to me. The form and medium of creation have 
never been a limitation on how I appreciate an artwork, 
but rather the wisdom that it conveys, which may come in 
a certain state of mind. I looked at the artist's technique 
and graphic layout when I was young, and when I read it 
again recently, it tells you: ‘the simple life’. Not a Muji kind 
of ‘simple life’—but the images, characters, style, and title 
from this book serve as minimalist ‘subtractions’, which is 
why I often ask, ‘What do I not want?’

Artist: Ricky Yeung 

Nationality: Hong Kong 

Chosen Book: 《現成物象與藝術》 (Ready-made Objects and 
Art)

Marcel Duchamp created Fountain in 1917, and this year 
is the 100th anniversary. This controversial work is like 
opening Pandora’s box, since the ever-changing artistic 
creation reversed the development of arts history. This 
ready-made object also overturned the traditional form of 
Western art, subverting its thousands of years of aesthetic 
standards. During World War I, the significance of this 
work includes anti-war, anti-order, anti-aesthetics, anti-
social, anti-establishment, anti-rational, anti-middle class, 
anti-authority, and anti-moral sentiments. It created Dada—
emphasising the unconscious, advocating nihilism, and 
denying any meaning. It is innovative and experimental, 
advocating spiritual emancipation, and emphasising the 
concept of reflection. Since then, art has become a means 
of thinking and exploration. Dada's critical spirit is still very 
influential and needs to be further developed. 

 

Artist: Lin Yilin 

Nationality: China 

Chosen Book: Parmenides 

I bought this book when I went to art school, and the date 
of purchase I wrote on the book is 26 Aug 1985. I only 
read a few pages, but I’ve kept thinking about this difficult 
book over the past 30 years, and it preserves my desire for 
knowledge. At the same time, those difficult-to-understand 
concepts also influence my creation. Excerpt: There is 
nothing beside the one and the others; and as these must 
be in something, they must therefore be in one another; 
and as that in which a thing is greater than the thing, the 
inference is that they are both greater and less than one 
another, because containing and contained in one another. 
Therefore the one is equal to and greater and less than 
itself or other, having also measures or parts or numbers 
equal to or greater or less than itself or other.

Artist: Gulammohammed Sheikh 

Nationality: India 

Chosen Book: Ways of Seeing 

Many books have left their indelible impressions on my 
mind, but few books have taken me by storm on a first 
reading as did Ways of Seeing by John Berger. Its radical 
contents and explosive ideas altered my perception of 
Renaissance paintings and their aftermath. I then began 
to ‘read’ images as you would read between the lines of 
texts. What distinguished Berger from other writers on art 
was his view of history, in the way he uses art to unlock 
hidden historical dimensions to interpret it afresh. Looking 
at history through art changes views of the world: the 
thinking eye places events and situations in a perspective 
not hitherto encountered.

Artist: Abigail Reynolds 

Nationality: UK 

Chosen Book: Riddley Walker 

This 1980 novel is written from the POV of a 12-year-old 
boy at some uncertain time in the post-nuclear future, in 
a degraded form of English informed by Hoban’s deep 
understanding of the English lexicon. Hoban tunes into 
the deepest cultural lines of British culture, projecting folk 
understandings from the far past into the quite believable 
future. He moves us beyond the rational into a more 
profound understanding. I’ve read it at least five times since 
discovering it in 2000, and it remains a touchstone for me.

Artist: Arin Rungjang 

Nationality: Thailand 

Chosen Book: Children of the Dictatorship: Student 
Resistance, Cultural Politics and the 'Long 
1960s' in Greece

On April 2016 I was invited to present my work among other 
artists in Athens, Greece. The event was organised for artists 
participating in documenta 14. The organisation invited 
artists to visit several places in Athens. One place was the 
anti-dictatorship memorial. When I first entered the place 
and was introduced to the story of the Polytechnic uprising, 
which happened on 17 November 1973, it reminded me 
of the uprising of Thammasat University in Bangkok on 14 
October of the same year—only the uprising in Athens 
happened one month later. When I had to leave and say 
goodbye to an old man who had introduced the place, 
he asked me where am I from. I replied, 'Thailand.' Then 
he immediately gave me a tight hug and said Thammasat 
University inspired them to create the Polytechnic uprising 
in Athens. Several days later I went to the archive center in 
Athens, and the director showed me a copy of a newspaper 
with the headline (in Greek, translated into English): 
'Tomorrow we will become Thailand.'

Selected Books



Complete List (Sorted by artist name. Please download the updated book list from www.aaa.org.hk/TravellingLibrary)

Artist (Nationality) Chosen Book

Abigail Reynolds (UK) Riddley Walker

Almond Chu (HK) Kappa

Angela Su (HK) Angry Women (Re/Search; 13)

Anju Dodiya (India) Japanese death poems

Arin Rungjang (Thailand) Children of the Dictatorship

Au Sow-Yee (Taiwan) Collected Poems

Barbad Golshiri (Iran) The Unnamable

Beatrix Pang (HK) Archiv Peter Piller Band 10: Bedeutungsflachen

Ben Cabrera (Philippines) Prints and Drawings

C&G - Clara (HK) 粵曲詞中詞

C&G - Clara (HK) Call to Arms

Cao Fei (China) Tales of a Director

Cedric Maridet (France) Milieu animal et milieu humain

Chen Tong (China) 重現的鏡子
Cheong Kah Kit 
(Singapore)

The Invention of Morel

Cheung Sze-lit (HK) The light in Oneself

Ching Chin Wai Luke 
(HK)

Mr. Paloma

Choi Yan chi (HK) Off the Wall: A Portrait of Robert Rauschenberg

Cuijie (China) Project Japan: Metabolism Talks

Dilara Begum Jolly         
(Bangladesh)

Sultana's Dream

Elva Lai (China)
The Accidental Masterpiece: On the Art of Life 
and Vice Versa

Farid Rakun (Indonesia) Kakarta: Drawing the City Nea

Fang Lu (China) In Search of the Miraculous

Feng Yuan (China) 被壓迫的美學：視覺表像的文化批評

Fung Ming Chip (China) 中國書法理論體系
Gulammohammed 
Sheikh (India)

Ways of Seeing

Hajra Waheed (Canada) From A to X

Heman Chong (Malaysia) 2666

Heri Dono (Indonesia) A Source Book of Gestalt Psychology

Ho Sin Tung (HK) Nox

Ho Tzu Nyen (Singapore) Impressions of Africa

Hon Chi Fun (HK) 還魂草

Hu Fang (China) The Moment when Architecture Comes to Life

Iftikhar Dadi (USA)
The Bureaucracy of Beauty: Design in the Age of 
Its Global Reproducibility

Inder Salim (India) Dissensus: On Politics and Aesthetics

Ip Yuk Yiu (HK) The Transcendence of the Ego

Jyoti Bhatt (India) Family of the man

Kan Xuan (China) Art and Visual Perception

Kingsley Ng (HK) I send You This Cadmium Red

Koh Nguang How 
(Singapore)

Essays on the History of Pre-war Chinese 
Painting in Singapore

Frog King Kwok (HK) 道德經

Lee Bul (Korea) Invisible Cities

Lee Kai Chung (HK) Bas Jan Ader: In Search of the Miraculous

Lee Mingwei (Taiwan)
The Gift: Imagination and the Erotic Life of 
Property

Leung Mee Ping (HK) 豐子愷漫畫全集

Lin Yilin (China) Parmenides

Liu Jianhua (China) L'Art

Mak Ying Tung (HK) Why Art Cannot Be Taught

Map Office (HK) The Arcades Project

Artist (Nationality) Chosen Book

Marline Yim (Cambodia) Of Darkness and of Light

Marysia Lewandowska 
(UK)

H2O and the Waters of Forgetfulness

Michael Leung (HK) To Our Friends

Muhanned cader (Sri 
Lanka)

Renoir, My Father

Nadim Abbas (HK) Dune

Naeem Mohaiemen 
(Bangladesh)

In a land far from home

Nazgol Ansarinia (Iran) The poetics of space

Po Po (Myanmar) Siddhartha

Pushpamala N (India) The Arcades Project

R. Vaidehi (India) What is Art

Ricky Yeung (HK) 現成物象與藝術

Robert O'brien (HK)
Design for the Real World: Human Ecology and 
Social Change

Sampson Wong (HK) Odd One In II - Invisible Travel

Samson Young (HK)
Listening to War: Sound, Music, Trauma and 
Survival in Wartime Iraq

Seher Shah (Pakistan) Gardner's Art through the Ages

Shahzia Sikander 
(Pakistan)

Omeros

Shi Yong (China) Talks with Experimental Artist

Shilpa Gupta (India) 1984

Shubigi Rao (Singapore) Seven Pillars of Wisdom

Silas Fong (HK) The Anxiety of Photography

Slavs and Tatars 
(Germany)

Apocalypse and/or its Discontents

Sopheap Pich 
(Cambodia)

The Grid Book

Stephanie Choi (USA)
The Project of Autonomy: Politics and 
Architecture within and Against Capitalism

Sunday Lai (HK) The Nightmare of Participation

Sutthirat  Supaparinya 
(Thailand)

Angkor: An essay on art and imperialism

Tang Kwok Hin (HK) Dialogues with Marcel Duchamp

Tintin Wulia (Indonesia) Le Petit Prince

Tomoko Yoneda (Japan) Neither Victims Nor Executioners

Trevor Yeung (HK) The Giving Tree

Tsai Charwei (Taiwan) The Monk & The Philosopher

Tsang Kin-wah (HK) Der Antichrist

Tyler Coburn (USA) Sincerity and Authenticity

Varsha Nair (Thailand) Too Loud a Solitude

Vivian Poon (HK)
Cyclonopedia: Complicity with Anonymous 
Materials

Wang Youshen (China) Douleur Exquise

Wei Leng Tay (Singapore) Nightwood

Wen Yau (HK)
Surpassing the Spectacle: Global 
Transformations and the Changing Politics of Art

Wong Wai Yin (HK)
Journey of Souls: Case Studies of Life Between 
Lives

Xie Lantian (China) Temporary People

Yang Jiechang (China) 廣藝舟雙輯注

Yang Jun (China) The Bean Eaters

Young-Hae Chang and 
Marc Vogue (Korea)

How to Win Friends and Influence People

Zarina Hashmi (India) The Aleph

Zhang Wang (China) Jean-Christophe

Zheng Bo (China) Mao's War against Nature

Zhuang Wubin 
(Singapore)

South of the Border, West of the Sun


